Let's Get Dressed
Activity to Teach Simple Sentence Structure

FREE!
“Let’s Get Dressed”
A Vocabulary and simple sentence building activity.

Contents
1 x girl baseboard
1 x boy baseboard
30 x clothing item pictures

Instructions
1. Laminate all the sheets if possible to prolong their use. Cut out the clothing items.

2. Choose an appropriate baseboard, decide which child you will dress first, and select one outfit. For example, you may choose to begin with the boy and choose to dress him in a shirt, shorts, and shoes.

3. Check that your child knows all the relevant vocabulary by asking them to name the items.

4. Next, ask them to choose a clothing item. Say “Let’s help the boy get dressed. What should he wear?” They may answer “shoes” or they may just lift an item and put it on. Praise them and “that’s right, you just put on the boy’s shoes.”

5. As you continue, prompt them to answer with your chosen target phrase. Say “shoes? That’s right, can you say “boy’s shoes?”

6. Once your child understands the task you can use a greater range of clothing items and dress both of the children.
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